Performance architectural plasters, decorative specialty paints and seamless stone veneers
- Abrasion resistance
- Impact resistance
- Washable
- Non-fading
- Meets LEED criteria
Triarch provides standard and custom colored samples for projects. In many cases, samples using our standard colors and patterns are on our inventory shelves and may be shipped promptly. Custom colors and custom patterns may take up to 10 days to fabricate and ship. Projects using below 1000 square feet of product may have a small sample charge. Certain products have custom color limitations. Visit our website for images of completed projects. Speak with our sales representatives for catalogs and additional information.

Triarch supplies our paint and plaster products to leading decorative painting contractors. We conduct product application sessions for installation contractors every month. See our website under the navigation tab CONTRACTORS for more details. We supply a contractor referral list of trained contractors by specific markets. Call CUSTOMER SERVICE at 800-537-6111 for contractors near your project. Certain products, such as KLONDIKE® and Collection of Joy™ may be easily applied by anyone with basic painting skills and does not require a trained contractor.

Triarch supplies our paint and plaster products to global markets from our four ISO certified plants around the country. This means delivery times are short and freight cost is kept to a minimum. Shown above are the 500 hundred mile radius from each of plants that would allow our materials to meet LEED Regional Material credit 5.1.

Please check our website for the latest information on our sustainable products and practices.
Duroplex® has been a national and international market leader for interior performance textures for more than 20 years. Duroplex has been chemically engineered to have a low carbon footprint and meets low VOC criteria for both LEED (IEQ 4.2) and Green Seal. It provides maximum longevity, abuse resistance and resistance against mold or mildew. The advantages of Duroplex over traditional wall covering or other materials with a similar appearance make it the logical economic and aesthetic choice. It is backed by a ten (10) year warranty against surface mold or mildew growth and cracking or delamination. It is also 80% as hard as mild steel, noncombustible, integral & colorfast pigmentation and is breathable at 28 perms. Duroplex improves the abuse resistance of drywall and impact resistant boards. See our website for more information on abuse resistance and other performance related features. Two hundred eighty-eight standard colors and 25 established textures or patterns, plus broad custom capabilities in both texture and color round out the product line for uncompromising value.

**DUROPLEX PERFORMANCE FEATURES**

- 288 standard colors as well as custom colors
- Color Options: Monochromatic, multi-color blends, metallic glazes (DDM2)
- Integral color and colorfast
- Washable
- Abrasion resistance – over 8000 scrub cycles
- 80% as hard as mild steel*
  * Surface abrasion, Indentation, and soft body impact testing under ASTM C 1629
- Breathable – perm rate of 28
- Class “A” – noncombustible
- Typically installed $1.25 – $3/sqft*
- Low VOC USGBC LEED 4.2 compliant
- 10-year limited material warranty
- 10-year limited material warranty against surface mold or mildew growth ASTM D 3273
- Most finishes easily patched
  * Based upon 10,000 sqft, 9’ ceiling height and average labor rate of $25/hr.
Capture the metallic reflection of “Old World Metallurgy” to unite the performance characteristics and moderate cost of Duroplex® with the aesthetic appeal of metallic finishes. Duroplex Dimensional Metals 2 (DDM2) is “Duroplex” tough; appropriate for use in higher traffic areas. Design options include metallic patinas in INCA GOLD, STAINLESS STEEL, RUST, OXIDATION, WELDERS ARC (purple hue) and ELECTRIC ORANGE.

DDM2 finishes are best achieved over medium or dark toned backgrounds. To begin, select from our VOC free color chart of 288 colors, an appropriate background color. Next, select a metallic patina from one of the six options at right. By selecting a Duroplex pattern or texture option, the process is complete for design control sample fabrication. Some of the more popular textural effects include: LUXOR (light stomp base), SAHARA (Tuscany light pitting base) or ALEXANDRIA (textured float base). Note – pastel backgrounds do not provide a strong color contrast with the DDM2 metallic solution.

Duroplex Dimensional Metals 2 works in all sorts of elegant and themed environments, from public forums, such as exposition venues to gaming facilities and more sedate corporate environments. DDM2 finishes are often selected for high traffic areas because they are Duroplex tough – resistant to abrasion and impact.

6 STANDARD METALLIC WASHES
Choose from INCA GOLD, STAINLESS STEEL, RUST, OXIDATION, WELDERS ARC (purple hue), ELECTRIC ORANGE patinas and glazes to a number of the Duroplex finishes. Shown below in DDM2 Sahara texture.

DUROPLEX Dimensional Metals 2
PERFORMANCE FEATURES
- 6 standard metallic stains over 288 standard base colors
- Washable
- Abrasion resistance – over 8000 scrub cycles
- Breathable – perm rate of 28
- Class “A” – noncombustible
- LEED® Compliant
- Typically installed $3 – $5/sq ft*
- 10-year limited material warranty
- 10-year limited material warranty against surface mold or mildew growth
- 80% as hard as mild steel
- Integral color and colorfast
- Most finishes easily patched
- Low VOC

*Based upon 10,000 sq ft, 9’ ceiling height and average labor rate of $25/hr.
Plexture is the interior design workhorse; a moderately priced wall finish with durability few other interior wall materials can match. This seamless, acrylic textured finish is aggressively priced; with a typical installation price below $0.75/sq.ft. for a standard Plexture finish for medium scale commercial installations with national average labor costs. The appearance is similar to many knock down finishes, but the durability, washability, abuse resistance and mold & mildew resistance have allowed Plexture to capture a large percentage of the hospitality marketplace.

More design options are available with the Premium Plexture finishes such as Symphony, Sedona DS II, and Orange Peel. Premium patterns Lace & Mist add a subtle high performance pearlescent effect. Premium Plexture will typically install for $1.00-1.25 per square foot under the same project conditions. Regardless of the finish selected, Plexture is highly scrubable and is warranted against mold and mildew growth (ASTM D 3273). Visit our website for all our technical data.

**PLEXTURE**

**PERFORMANCE FEATURES**

- 288 standard colors as well as custom colors
- Integral color and colorfast
- Abrasion resistance – ASTM C 1629
- Breathable – perm rate of 21
- No seams to peel or curl
- LEED® Compliant – IEQ 4.2 low VOC
- Standard finishes typically installed $0.60 - $0.75/sq ft*
- Premium finishes are more expensive
- 5-year limited material warranty
- 5-year limited material warranty against surface mold or mildew growth ASTM D 3273
- Class “A” – noncombustible
- Washable
- Easily patched

* Based upon 25,000 sq ft, 9’ ceiling height and average labor rate of $25/hr. Premium finishes will be higher.
Collection of Joy™ is a sophisticated, water-based, low VOC metallic paint available in a large selection of silver and gold tones. Color card T1212 Oro provides 84 tonal variations while color card T1213 Argente provides 112 pearlized silver tones. Each of these 196 metallic tones provides the designer or installer exceptional creativity and may be expressed in a variety of patterns and designs, depending upon the application technique. Swirls, combed, cross-hatch, Venetian effects and non-directional applications are possible. Application methods include: brush, roller, painter’s glove and spray. The application method will define the pattern. See our instructions for more details.

Unlike more conventional materials, this paint is viscous, allowing the installer to play with the material in either traditional or highly contemporary and original ways. Transform ordinary walls into inspired creations. Moderately priced, easily applied and highly washable are some of the many characteristics of this clever material.

Related Documents: Product DataSheet T119, Color Charts T1212 & T1213, Guide Specifications T319
Faulux finishes utilize faux painting techniques for certain effects, yet realize performance benefits from the use of high quality acrylics and enhancement agents to achieve impressive interior spaces.

Faulux finishes boast of over 2000 scrub cycles, making the finishes durable and abrasion resistant and suitable for a wide spectrum of uses. All finishes are also washable, Class “A” Flame Spread and Smoke Resistant and have very low VOCs.

Two hundred eighty-eight standard colors and a variety of textures such as Silk, Silk DM and Strata provide a wide range of design options to make almost any interior design special.
Granyte delivers the rich traditional look of granite, creating spectacular and durable interior walls or exterior designs at a reasonable price.

For the interior, use Triarch’s Granyte to create the substantial appearance of quarried granite, with only the expense of a drywall partition and the Granyte. Consider the use of various drywall reveals and moldings to add design impact. On the exterior, apply directly to smooth concrete or masonry substrates to transform the utility of cementitious construction into the impressive appearance of stone.

Granyte seamless stone finishes are available in 12 standard colors; there are some custom coloration capabilities, but minimum quantities apply. Adding optional gold mica to any of the Granyte finishes adds interest to the wall.

Simple to apply with basic plastering skills, Granyte is easily and rapidly installed. Visit our website for technical data and project photos.

12 Standard Colors

| #158 Bloodstone | #154 Raw Silk | #157 Rosewood |
| #155 Nordic Green | #160 Snow White | #16U Snow White w/ Gold Mica |
| #151 Viscount White | #161 Zorro | #161 Zorro w/ Gold Mica |
| #156 Labrador | #152 Zimbabwe | #150 Ocean Granite |

Granyte colors in photos:
Above: Snow White #160
Mid & bottom: Raw Silk #154

Scan the link to our project photos brochure

The luminous, reflective quality of natural mica allows light to dance off this high-performance interior or exterior finish.

GRANYTE PERFORMANCE FEATURES

- 12 standard colors as well as custom colors
- Practical Washability – ASTM D4828 – high resistance to staining. Stains easily removed by ordinary cleaning
- Abrasion resistance – ASTM D 968, ASTM D 4060
- Breathable – perm rate of 45
- Class “A” – ASTM E 84
- Low VOC – 26 g/l – meets LEED IEQ 4.2
- 10-year limited material warranty
- 10-year limited material warranty against surface mold or mildew growth ASTM D 3273
- Integral color and colorfast
- Typically installed $6.00 – $9.00/sq ft*

*Based upon 3000 sq ft, 9’ ceiling height and average labor rate of $25/hr.
KLONDIKE® is a sophisticated paint product providing the effects of oxidized metals with optional hints of silver and gold. This contemporary, water-based material has a VOC content of less than 40 grams per liter, meeting the requirements for LEED® IEQ Credit 4.2 for low VOC paints.

KLONDIKE is washable, breathable and easily repairable if damaged. Klondike’s unique appearance allows it to transcend traditional to contemporary design schemes, making it ideal for almost every environment. Optional gold, silver and STAR™ effects enhance the general oxidized metal effect. Brochures, samples and an installation DVD are available through our local sales representatives. Applied in two coats, Klondike is fast and easily installed without a formal application training. Most projects will install for $2.50 – 3.50 per square foot with 9 foot walls.
KLONDIKE® LIGHT is a sophisticated paint product providing the effects of oxidized metals with optional hints of silver and gold. This contemporary, water-based material has a VOC content of less than 40 grams per liter, which meets the requirements for interior paints and coatings in New Construction and Core & Shell for IEQ Credit 4.2 under LEED®.

KLONDIKE LIGHT is a modern, elegant, water-based variegated paint for interiors. The decorated surface is washable, breathable and invisibly repairable without going corner to corner if damaged. Klondike’s unique appearance allows it to transcend traditional to contemporary design schemes, making it ideal for almost every environment. Design options include a gold or silver accent effect that creates a precious forged metal ambiance. An additional effect is the STAR sparkle additive which accentuates the light reflective mineral appearance. Brochures and samples are available through our local sales representatives. Installation video is on YouTube.
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KLONDIKE LIGHT
PERFORMANCE FEATURES
• 57 metallic colors – in stock
• Washable
• Easily installed by brush or trowel
• Installation instructions on YouTube. Use QR Code at top of this page.
• Low VOC at less than 40 grams/liter meets LEED IEQ 4.2
• Easily patched if damaged - invisibly
• Directly applied to most substrates
• Water clean up
• Visit our website for complete color palette

An interior, slaked lime and ground marble veneer plaster finish system, designed to deliver a sophisticated & decorative finish for the commercial and residential marketplace. Finish options include: gloss, matte, waxed, unwaxed, metallic glazes, and multi color blends.

Spatula Stuhhi is applied by decorative faux artists and many commercial painting companies. Ask us for a listing of approved installers in your area.

Application consists of a special primer, two or three coats of plaster and a recommended natural wax topcoat (Cera del Vecchio) to seal the surface of the plaster.

Slaked lime polished plaster is available in three plaster options:

- Classic high sheen (item 1001)
- OPACO matte finish (item 1014)
- Spirito Libero lightly textured matte finish (item 1060)

**DESIGN OPTIONS**

- Available in 147 standard colors, plus custom colors available.
- Optional metallic and pearlescent glazes
- Terracotta burnt earth effect

Completed project photos and videos are on our website.

**VENETIAN POLISHED PLASTER FEATURES**

- Slaked lime and marble based plaster
- Gloss and matte effects
- Pearlescent and metallic glazes
- LEED VOC compliant at less than 5 grams/liter
- Non-fading colors
- Flame/Smoke: Class A
- Washable
- Breathable and mold & mildew resistant
- Complete system film thickness approx: 10 mils
- 10 year warranty when applied by factory approved installer
- Typically installed $6.00 - $10.00/sqft*

* Minimum of 1,500 sqft, 9’ ceiling height and average labor rate of $25 - $30/hour. Some markets will be higher due to local labor prices.